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Abstract 
Let R be a field and f2 an n-element set. For k<~n consider the R-vector space Mk with 
k-element subsets of [2 as basis. The inclusion map ~ :Mk ~ Mk-1 is the linear map defined 
on this basis through t~(A) :=/'1 + F2 + -. • + Fk, where the F~ are the (k - 1 )-element subsets 
of A. Thus, we obtain a chain 
0 ~---Mo ~ Ml . . . . .  Mk-1 ~--Mk ~'--Mk+l . . . . .  M~ ~ 0 
of inclusion maps. In non-zero characteristic such chains have interesting homological properties 
which have been examined in earlier papers (Mnukhin and Siemons, 1996). The purpose of 
this note is to study generators for the homology modules when R is a field of characteristic 
p >~n. 
1. Inclusion maps 
Let f2 be a set of finite size n and R a field. For k ~< n consider the R-vector space 
Mk which has k-element subsets of t2 as basis. So Mk consists of all formal sums 
f = ~lal=k r~A with A C f2 and ra C R. The inclusion map O:Mk---~Mk-1 is the linear 
map defined on this basis through O(A) := F1 + F2 + . . .  + Fk, where the iF/ are the 
(k - 1)-element subsets of A. So we have a chain of inclusion maps 
~:0  ~M0 ~M1 '--- . . -  ~Mk- i  ~Mk '--- Mk+l ~ ""  ~M,  ,--- 0. 
This paper is a continuation of the work in [9,10] with Mnukhin [8], where we have 
studied such sequences when R is a field of non-zero characteristic. The following 
simple observation is crucial: for any integer j ~> 1 we have OJ(A) = j !  ~ F where the 
summation runs over all F C A with IFI + j  -- IA[. So if R has characteristic p > 0, 
then t3J is the zero map if and only if j ~> p. This means that 
~/[k~i  : l . ,  ~- -  Mk_i_p ~-- Mk_p 4--- Mk_i 4-- Mk ~ Mk_i+p +-- Mk+p 4-- . . .  
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is a homological sequence for any k and any 1 ~<i < p. (Here each arrow is the 
corresponding power of ~ and it is convenient to put Mj = 0 for j < 0 and j > n.) 
In [10] we have shown that ~¢k,i s even exact, except possible at a single term in 
the 'middle', the precise statement is Proposition 2.2 in the next section. 
For such middle terms there will in general be non-trivial homology modules and 
the purpose of this note is to construct generating sets for these modules when R 
has characteristic p>~n. Here Jt'~,i simply becomes 0 = Mk-p ~-- Mk-i  ~ Mk ~-- 
Mk-i+p = 0 and so the task is to investigate the kernel of the map di :Mk ~ Mk-i. 
Throughout this subspace will be denoted by Kk, i. To state our result we need some 
additional notation. First we require certain subsets of Mk. The precise meaning of the 
following expressions i explained in Section 2: 
ck.j := r___a, Irl =k- j ,  
~, fit C a \ F pairwise distinct}, 
and 
C:¢ k,j :={(g I - j~ I )U ' ' 'U (g j - I -& - I )U(F -F* ) :  F ,F*c_a ,  
Ir*l = Irl = k - j  + a \ ( r  u r * )  pairwise distinct}. 
Further, if f = ~-~raA then the weight of f is w(f ) :=  [{A: ra# 0}1 and the support 
of f is supp(f) := [_Jr~o A. The minimum weight wk, i := min{w(f): 0 # f EKk, i} 
and the minimum support size sk, i := min{Isupp(f)[ :0 # fEKk ,  i} then are invariants 
of Kk, i. 
Theorem. Let a be a set o f  size n and R a fieM o f  characteristic p >>. n. Let 1 <<. i <<. k
and i < p be given. Then gk, i ~ 0 iff  2k - i + 1 <~n. For 2k - i + 1 <~n we have 
dimKk, i = (~) - (k~_i) and the following hold: 
(i) sk, i = 2k - i + 1, 
(ii) Kk, i is generated by Ck, k-i+l, 
(iii) Wk, i = 2 k- i+l  and w(x) = 2 k- i+l  for  x C Kk, i iff x is a scalar multiple o f  some 
element in Ck, k-i+l or in C~,k_i+ 1, and 
(iv) I f  2k<~n and n < p then Mk = Kk, k+l = Ao + A1 + ""  + Ak with irreducible 
Sym(O)-modules Ai and the sum can be arranged so that i f  O<~i<~k then Mk-i is 
isomorphic to Ao + A1 + . . .  + Ai and Kk, i is isomorphic to Ai+l + "'" + Ak. 
We remark that all statements in this theorem remain true identically in fields 
of characteristic 0. Part (ii) then is a theorem of Gravert and Jurkat [5]; see also 
Graham et al. [4] and (iii) is a result of Frankl and Pach [3] which states that wk, i = 
2 k- i+l  in characteristic 0. Our proof for characteristic p~n applies to characteristic 0 
too which gives a new proof and an improvement on the Frankl and Pach theorem. 
Finally, part (iv) for characteristic 0 is a well-known fact from the representation theory 
of symmetric groups acting on subsets. 
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Coming back to the question of homologies in ~gk, i, it is important o realise that 
for p>~n the homology modules are just the Kk, i. While their generators have the 
same form as in characteristic zero there the interpretation as homologies does not 
make any sense. In a forthcoming paper [2] we have determined, among many other 
things, the homology modules for primes 2 < p < n. There the situation is different 
in many respects, but just the same expressions appear again as generators for the 
homologies. This is not entirely surprising as these modules are closely related to the 
polytabloids and Specht modules arising in the representation theory of the symmetric 
groups. 
Apart from representation theory there are other application. One such is the con- 
struction of designs, as follows: A t - (n,k, 2) design on ~2 can be represented by 
f = ~raA E Mk, where rA is 1 if A is a block and 0 otherwise. Being a design 
means that ak-t ( f )  = ) . (k -  t)! ~-~drl=tF and so if f , f *  are two t -  (v,k,2) designs 
then f -  f *  belongs to Kk, k-t. Therefore lements of Kk, i are often called null-designs. 
Lefmann [6] has extended the notion of null-design to other classes of ranked partially 
ordered sets. In particular, the weight bound (iii) of the theorem has been generalised 
to projective and affine spaces and to partition lattices. 
An important connection exists also to the reconstruction theory of graphs and other 
combinatorial structures. Miiller's condition [11], for instance, a powerful criterion on 
the edge recontructability of graphs with sufficiently many edges, is a direct conse- 
quence of the weight bound for the Kk, i. The extensive survey paper [8] by Mnukhin 
explores this connection and is an excellent reference to this research area. About 
reconstruction problems ee the paper of Alon et al. [1]. 
2. The set calculus 
We are going to introduce some kind of calculus which will allow us to deal with 
collections of subsets in an efficient way. So let R be some field of arbitrary charac- 
teristic and ~2 a finite set. Then 2 ° is the collection of subsets of 12 and R2 a denotes 
the vector space with 2 ~ as basis. The operation of set union can be extended to R2a: 
I f f  = ~-]~fad and g = Y']~grF, put fUg  := ~a, r fAgr (AUF) .  It is easy to see that 
R2 a equipped with the U-product is an associative algebra with the empty set as 1. 
The fundamental relation between the inclusion map and the U-product is the product 
rule: If f and g are disjoint elements - -  by this we mean that supp(f)  and supp(g) 
are disjoint sets - -  then 
~( f  U g) = (~f )  U g + f U (ag). 
Very useful and similarly evident is division with remainder: I f  f E Mk and ~ E 
supp(f),  then there are unique elements a E Mk-1 and b E Mk such that f = ~Ua+b 
and ~ does not belong to supp(b). For the remainder we will use these basic facts 
without further explanation. 
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For 1 ~< i ~< k let gk, i denote the kernel of O i: Mk---~Mk-i. To exhibit certain important 
standard elements in Kk, i let j<~k and consider the set 
Ck, j := {(~Xl - - f l l )U "'" tO(O~j-- flj)(_J {)~j+l . . . . .  7k}: 
o~s, fit, ~u pairwise distinct}. 
mentioned before. Its elements have support size k + j and weight 2J. From the 
product rule it follows immediately that Ck, j C_Kk, i whenever k - i < j and as 
u . . .  to - 3s )  u . . . . .  - tO . . .  to  tO 
{~/;+~, Vj+2 . . . . .  yk} = (~- f l~  )tO...  tO(~:-3j)u(Tj+~-7f+~ )to{~j+2,... ,?e} we see that 
(Ck, k) C_... _C<Ck,0) = Mk. 
The elements of Ck, k have a particularly nice geometric interpretation. When k = 3, 
for instance, then (~1 - f i t ) tA  (~2 U f12)to (~3 - f13)  represents the alternately signed 
faces of an octahedron which one can view as the dual of a three-dimensional cube. 
By analogy, (~1 - i l l )U - . .  U (~k - i l k )  are the alternating faces of the dual of the 
k-dimensional cube. Equivalently, one can view these expressions as the polytabloids 
featuring in the representation theory of symmetric groups. 
Proposition 2.1 (Mnukhin and Siemons [10, Theorem 2.2]). I fR  is an arbitrary ring 
then Kk, i is generated by elements o f  the form h tO A where h belongs to Kk-i+l, 1 and 
where A is an ( i - 1)-element set disjoint f rom h. Furthermore, Kk, i is generated by 
elements o f  support size at most 2k - i + 1. 
I f  R is a field of characteristic p ~ 0 and [f2[ --- n let us consider the sequence 
J/[k,i : " "  +-- Mk- i -p  +-- Mk-p  +-- Mk-i  +"- Mk ~-- Mk-i+p +- Mk+p ~ "'" 
in which each arrow is the corresponding power of 3 and where we put Mk ---- 0 for 
k < 0 or k > n. As mentioned before, OJ(A) = j !~  F where the sum is over all 
FC  A with [F[ + j  = [A[ and we see that OJ is the zero map if and only i f j>~p.  
In other words, ~/k,i is always homological. The next results are fimdamental for 
this paper. Binomial coefficients (n) are zero for s < 0 and for s > n. 
Proposition 2.2 (Mnukhin and Siemons [10, Theorem 5.3]). Let l<~i < p and 
i < k. I f  p = 2, then J/lk, i is exact. I f  p>~3, then Jlk, i is exact everywhere xcept 
possibly at Mt -p  ~ M~ ~ Mt when n < s + t < n + p. Let K be the kernel of  
n Mt-p  +--- Ms and I C_Ms the image o f  Ms ~ Mt. Then d imK/ I  = ~j~z  (~+jp) - 
n n n 
(t+jp) = IE j6z  (k+jp) -- (k-i+jp)[" 
Accordingly, for p~>3 we call a pair (k,i) a lower term if k +k- i+  p<~n, a middle 
term i fn<k+k- i÷p<n+p,  and an upper term i fn÷p~<k+k- i+p.  For 
this paper a useful corollary is 
Proposition 2.3. Let 1 <~i < p and i < k. Then Kk, i = ~P-i(Mk-i+p) unless p>~3 and 
(k,i) is a middle term. In particular, Kk, i # 0 i f  k - i + p<~n. 
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3. Fields of characteristic at least n 
The theorem will be proved in a sequence of lemmas. So let t2 have size n and 
suppose that R is a field of characteristic p ~> n. Let 1 ~<i ~<k be given integers. For 
i -- k the situation is quite clear so we will assume i < k. The sequence ~'k,~ now 
becomes 0 : Mk-p  ~-- Mk- i  ~-- Mk ~ Mk-i+p : 0 and (k, i) is a middle term if and 
only if k +k  - i < n. By Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 we have Kk, i = 0 if 2k - i>>,n while 
dimKk, i = (~) - (k~_i) if 2k - i < n. In particular, the minimum support size in Kk, i 
is 2k - i + 1. Hence, 
Lenuna 3.1. Let  R be a f ie ld o f  characteristic p>~n and let 1 <~i < k be 9iven. Then 
Kk, i ~ 0 if f  2k - i + 1 <<.n. I f  2k - i + 1 <~n, then dimKk, i : (~) - (kn_i) and the 
min imum support size in Kk, i is 2k - i + 1. 
Next we are going to show that the sets Ck, j defined in Section 2 generate the 
kernels. In view of Proposition 2.1 it is sufficient o consider Kk,1. The argument we 
present is the one of Graham et al. [4] and applies also when R has characteristic 
zero. 
We claim that Ck, k generates Kk,1. To show this proceed by induction on k, and 
for fixed k on the support size. So suppose the claim is true for all values < k and 
support sizes < m. Let 0 ~ xEKk,1 have Isupp(x)[ =: m where 2k<.m<<.n by Lemrna 
3.1. For ~ E supp(x) we write x = c~ t3 a + b where 0 # a E Mk-1 so that 0 = O(x) = 
U t3(a) + (a + 0(b)). Hence t3(a) -: 0 = a + t3(b) and as a E Kk-l,1 induction applies. 
So we can write a = )--]a rac~ with r~ E R, c~ E Ck-l,k-1 and supp(c~) C supp(x). 
As supp(e~) has size 2 (k -  1) we let ~t~ ¢ ~ be a point in supp(x)\supp(e~). 
Consider y = x - ~(c t  - ct;~) tA r~c;~ = ct U a + b - ~(c t  - ct~) U r~c~ = b - ~ ct~ U 
r~cz. Then firstly supp(y)C_ supp(x)\{ct} and secondly O(y) = 0 as 0 = a + O(b). 
So, by induction, x can be expressed in the desired form and by Proposition 2.1 we 
have 
Lemma 3.2. I f  R has characteristic p >t n let 1 <~ i < k, i < p be given and suppose 
that 2k - i + 1 <~n. Then Kk, i is generated by Ck, k-i+l. 
It is worth pointing out that the proof of  this lemma is characteristic free and depends 
only on the knowledge of the minimal support sizes. 
Lemma 3.3. Let  R be 
9iven. I f  0 ~ x E Kk, i 
0 ¢ c E R with either 
(i) x -- e(cq -[31)t-J. 
and r = k -  i + l,  [rl 
a f ie ld o f  characteristic p and suppose that 1 <~ i <. k < p are 
then w(x)>>.2 k-i+l with equality i f  and only i f  there is some 
- .U(~r-¢/~)UF with ~s,~t f[ £ pairwise disjoint fo r  1 <~s, t<~r 
: i - l ,  or 
(ii) x = c(~l - [31 ) U. .. t3 (~r - [3r) U (F - F* ) with as, [3t f[ F U F* pairwise disjoint 
]'or 1 <.s, t<~r and r = k - i, LFI = IF*l = i. 
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In other words, up to scalars the minimum weight vectors of  Kk, i are precisely the 
elements of  Ck, k-i+l and C~,k_i+ 1. The special case i = 1, in a different context, has 
been considered in [12, Proposition 2]. 
Proof. We apply induction on k and for fixed k on k -  i, the result being obvious 
when k -- 1 and k -- i. So suppose that the lemma is true for all values < k and 
< k - i. Let 0 # x E Kk, i with W(X)<~2 k-i+l. It  suffices to show that w(x) = 2 k - i+ l  
and that x has the stated form. 
Let ~ E supp(x) and write x = c~ U a + b, where 0 # a E Mk-1 and b E Mk. Then 
8i(x) = ~ tO ai(a) + i~3i-l(a) + Oi(b). I f  b = 0, then w(x) =- w(a) and Oi-l(a) -- 0 as 
i < p. Thus a E Kk- l , i - l .  By induction w(a)>~2 (k-l)-(i-1)+l >.w(x) so that w(a) = 
2 (k - l ) - ( i -1 )+ l  and a satisfies the conclusion of  the lemma. But then the same is true 
for x. 
Now assume that b # 0. From 0 = Oi(x) it follows that 0 = Y(a),  - iOi - l (a)  = 
Oi(b) and hence Oi+l(b) = 0. Therefore a E Kk-l,i, b E Kk, i+l and by induction 
w(a)>>.2 ~k-O-i+l and w(b)>~2 k-O+O+l. However, 2 k-i+l>~w(x) = w(a) + w(b)>~ 
2 k-i+1 shows that w(a) = w(b) = 2 k-Ci+l)+l and w(x) = 2 k-i+1. 
Furthermore, a and b satisfy the conclusion of  the lemma. Therefore also a* := c~ tO a 
is either of  type (i), a* = c1(~1 - f l l )U . .  "tO(~s-fls)tOF with s = k- i ,  IFI = i, or of 
type (ii), a* = c1(~1- i l l )U - ,  tO(~s-~s) tO( r - r * )  with s = k- i -1 ,  IFI = IF*l = 
i + 1. The same applies to b so that either (i) b = c2(7l -61) tO . . .  U (T t -  fit)tO A 
with t - k - i ,  IAI = i, or (ii) b = c2(yl -61) t3" - ' t3 (T t - f i t ) t3 (A -A* )  with 
t=k- i -1 ,  IA I= IA* I= i+I .  
Now as Oi(x) = 0 we have -Oi(a *) = Y(b).  Computing these terms, we find that 
Oi(a *) is either i!c1(~1--f l l)U'" U(O~s-- fls) or i!c2(ctl--f l l)U'" U(O~s - f ls)U( F -  I'* ) 
where/~ = (i!)-lt3i(F) denotes the sum of all points in F, etc. Similarly, t~i(b) is either 
/!02(]~1 -- 61 ) U""  U (~t -- ~t ) or i!c2('~1 - ~1 ) U . . .  U (])t - ~t ) U ( z~ - A* ). Factorisation into 
disjoint terms is unique, as for polynomials in several variables. From --Oi(a* ) = Oi(b) 
it follows immediately that a* and b are of  the same type and in both cases that s = t, 
Cl = c2 and (c~j - flj) = (Tj - 3j) after a suitable rearrangement. Further, a* and b 
cannot be of  type (ii), for (F - /~*)  = ( ,d -  zt*) implies F -- A and F* : A* so that 
a* =-b  andx:0 .  
So we have a* : cx(~l- i l l  )U.. .to(~s-f ls)UF and b = -c1(~1- i l l  )U...tO(~s-fls)UA 
which gives x : c1(~1 - 81) {3... to (as - fls) tO (F - A) and the lemma is proved. [] 
To complete the proof of the theorem, consider R2 a and Kk, j as RSym(f2)-modules. 
As p does not divide ISym(12)l all modules are completely reducible by Maschke's 
theorem and so the elementary theory of  permutation modules is just as in the charac- 
teristic 0 case. Hence, if 7t -- ~ niz i is the decomposition of  a permutation character 
into irreducible characters g;, where gl is the identity character, then nl is the number 
of  orbits and ~ n 2 is the permutation rank of  the group. 
Considering Sym(f2) as a permutation group on the k-element subsets of  O, it is clear 
that this action has rank k + 1. Therefore Mk decomposes into at most k + 1 irreducible 
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constituents. On the other hand, the sequence 0 C Kk, l C gk ,  2 C " • • C Kk, k C gk ,  k+ 1 = 
Mk has k + 1 distinct non-zero terms as by Lemma 3.1 dimKk, j ~ dimKk, j+l.  Hence 
Mk ~ .40 ~-,41 4- " '"  -~ ` 4k decomposes into precisely k + 1 non-isomorphic irreducible 
Sym(t2)-modules.  For the remainder observe that ~i maps 0 C Kk.1 C Kk,2 C . . .  C Kk, i C 
Kk, i+l C " " C gk ,  k C gk ,  k+l = Mk to O C Kk-i,1 C " " C Kk - i , k - i  C gk - i , k - i+ l  = Mk- i  
with kernel Kk, i and by Lemma 3.1 this map is surjective. 
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